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Abstract
Immigration is an important human issue whose causes have been the subject of economic and econometric
studies. Many of those studies, however, use microeconomic methods and studies. This senior thesis
approaches immigration through macroeconomics. Rather than look for the characteristics of people who
immigrate, this paper determines how the economies of Mexico and the U.S. effect one's decision to
immigrate. This study collects data from 1976 - 2011 on the number of immigrants from Mexico to the U.S.,
the GDP per capita, life expectancy at birth, education expenditure, and unemployment of each country.
Using regression analysis, a model tests the significance and expected effect of each factor on the number of
people who immigrate each year. My hypothesis is that these factors do indeed have a significant effect on the
number of immigrants arriving in the U.S. each year. If so, then these factors will prove to be important in the
decision-making process of each immigrant. Therefore, instead of focusing on heightened security and
monitoring of the border, policy directed towards these factors may prove to be more effective and cost
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1 Wages are logged generally because the relationship between the independent variables 
and the wages, the dependent variable, may not necessarily be linear. i.e. One extra year 
2 For more on the theoretical economy that Caponi creates, please refer to pages 215-221 
of his article “Heterogeneous Human Capital and Migration: Who Migrates from Mexico 
to the US?” in Annals of Economics and Statistics / Annales D'Économie Et De 
Statistique No. 97/98.MIGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT (2010): 207-34. 
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184 INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION REVIEW 
The most striking aspect about the push is the greater measure of 
success in accounting for bracero over illegal migration.2 Illegal immigra? 
tion is not simply a substitute for bracero entry. Mexican wages, for 
example, seem to have only a weak relation to the illegal flow although 
wages bear strongly to the bracero migration. This may well be due to the 
nature of participation in the bracero program, enlistments having been 
more frequent among wage workers than small-holders while illegals 
may be drawn from both groupings. The stronger effects of agricultural 
commodity prices on illegal migration support this interpretation. 
Overall it seems to be changes in agricultural productivity and capital 
TABLE 3 
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U.S. Employment 









U.S.-MEXICO WAGE RELATION: 
As Differential + 








































Note: aControls introduced for autocorrelation effects and apprehension effort. 
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ILLEGAL MEXICAN MIGRATION TO THE U.S. 185 
TABLE 3A 





























U.S.-MEXICO WAGE RELATION: 
1. Expressed as wage 
differential 









































Note: aControls introduced (or autocorrelation effects and apprehension effort. 
investment, not labor market conditions that have had the major impact 
on both illegal an  bracero migration. 
As for the pull factors, U.S. agricultural wages alone are negatively 
related to immigration. The underlying pattern is not that of a tight labor 
market in which labor scarcity is creating an upward pressure on wages, 
thereby stimulating migration. Instead, given the relative success of the 
wage differential measures, it is fluctuations in the gap between Mexican 
and U.S. wages, created largely by changes in Mexican wages, that shape 
the migration. Again, fluctuations in wages seems to have a stronger effect 
This content downloaded from 164.68.74.5 on Mon, 3 Mar 2014 00:08:38 AM




















3 Mexican factories owned by foreign corporations that assemble products for export and 


















     1.  Freedom of association and
          protection of the right to organize;
     2.  The right to bargain collectively; and
     3.  The right to strike.




GROUP II  
     1.  Prohibition of forced labor;
 
     2.  Minimum employment standards
          pertaining to overtime pay;
     3.  Elimination of employment
          discrimination;
     4.  Equal pay for women and men;
     5.  Compensation in cases of
          occupational injuries and illnesses; and
     6.  Protection of migrant workers.
Enforceable by discussion as
indicated for Group I plus
evaluation by an Evaluation
Committee of Experts.
GROUP III
     1.  Labor protections for children and
          young persons;
 
     2.  Minimum employment standards
          pertaining to minimum wages; and
     3.  Prevention of occupational injuries
          and illnesses.
Enforceable by discussion as for
Group I, evaluation as for Group


























!!!!Source:!Villarreal!and!Fergusson! !!! Because!of!their!deficiencies,!however,!NAFTA!and!NAALC!have!contributed!to!the!push!and!pull!factors!that!drive!immigration,!which!this!thesis!will!discuss!in!the!following!chapter.!! !! !!!!!!
NAFTA at 20: Overview and Trade Effects 
 
Congressional Research Service 11 
Most of the trade-related effects of NAFTA may be attributed to changes in trade and investment 
patterns with Mexico because economic integration between Canada and the United States had 
already been taking place. As mentioned previously, while NAFTA may have accelerated U.S.-
Mexico trade since 1993, other factors, such as economic growth patterns, also affected trade. As 
trade tends to increase during cycles of economic growth, it tends to decrease as growth declines. 
The economic downturns in 2001 and 2009, for example, likely played a role in the decline in 
both U.S. exports to and imports from Canada and Mexico, as shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1. U.S. Trade with NAFTA Partne : 1993-2012 




















U.S. Exports U.S. Imports Trade Balance  
Source: Compiled by CRS using trade data from the U.S. International Trade Commission’s Interactive Tariff 
and Trade Data Web, at http://dataweb.usitc.gov. 
The United States is, by far, Mexico’s leading partner in merchandise trade. U.S. exports to 
Mexico increased rapidly since NAFTA, increasing from $41.6 billion in 1993 to $216.3 billion 
in 2012, an increase of 420% (see Table A-1 in Appendix A). U.S. imports from Mexico 
increased from $39.9 billion in 1993 to $277.7 billion in 2012, an increase of 596%. The trade 
balance with Mexico went from a surplus of $1.7 billion in 1993 to a deficit of $61.4 billion in 
2012. In 2012, 14% of total U.S. merchandise exports were destined for Mexico and 12% of U.S. 
merchandise imports came from Mexico.49 In services, the United States had a surplus of $11.5 
billion in 2011 in trade with Mexico. U.S. private services exports to Mexico increased from 
                                                 
49 Merchandise trade statistics in this paragraph are derived from data from the U.S. International Trade Commission’s 











Table(4( ( 2012(Mexico(–(U.S.(Push(and(Pull(Factors(Country! GDP!Per!Capita!(USD!2005!Constant)!
Education!Expenditure!(%!of!GNI)! Unemployment!Rate!(%)! Life!Expectancy!
United(States( 45335.90! 4.79! 8.10! 78.74!
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Graph 1 
Age Earning Profiles for Immigrants: 
Elementary School Graduates
Out of pocket costs
41
Graph 2 
Age Earning Profiles for Immigrants





































































Mean( Std.(Dev.( Min.( Max(
Year( 37! !!!!!1994! !!!!!!!!!!10.82! !!!!1976! !!!!!2012!
Immigrants( 37! 167427.80! 173509.70! 44646.00! 946167.00!
Life(Expectancy( 36! !!!!!!!!71.63! !!!!!!!!!!!!3.74! !!!!!!64.47! !!!!!!!!!!76.91!
Education(Exp.( 36! !!!!!!!!!!3.85! !!!!!!!!!!!!1.07! !!!!!!!!2.07! !!!!!!!!!!!!5.26!
Unemployment(tF1)( 33! !!!!!!!!!!3.78! !!!!!!!!!!!!1.28! !!!!!!!!!!.90! !!!!!!!!!!!!6.23!





Variable( Observations( Mean( Std.(Dev.( Min.( Max(
Year( 37! 1994! !!!!!!!!!!10.82! !!!1976! !!!!!2012!
Immigrants( 37! 167427.80! 173509.70! 44646.00!! 946167.00!!
Life(Expectancy( 36! !!!!!!!!!!75.75! !!!!!!!!!!!1.58! !!!!!!!72.86! !!!!!!!!78.64!
Education(Exp.( 36! !!!!!!!!!!!!5.37! !!!!!!!!!!!!!.91! !!!!!!!!!4.49! !!!!!!!!!!!7.04!
Unemployment(tF1)( 33! !!!!!!!!!!!!6.46! !!!!!!!!!!!1.59! !!!!!!!!!3.97! !!!!!!!!!!!9.71!
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